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SUMMARY We introduce the design and deployment of the latest version of the VNode infrastructure, VNode-i. We present new extended
VNode-i functions that oﬀer high performance and provide convenient deep
programmability to network developers. We extend resource abstraction to
the transport network and achieve highly precise slice measurement for resource elasticity. We achieve precise resource isolation for VNode-i. We
achieve coexistence of high performance and programmability. We also
enhance AGW functions. In addition, we extend network virtualization
from the core network to edge networks and terminals. In evaluation experiments, we deploy the enhanced VNode-i on the JGN-X testbed and
evaluate its performance. We successfully create international federation
slices across VNode-i, GENI, and Fed4FIRE. We also present experimental
results on video streaming on a federated slice across VNode-i and GENI.
Testbed experiments confirm the practicality of the enhanced VNode-i.
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1.

Introduction

The current communications infrastructure has flourished as
it is based on the Internet Protocol (IP), which is best known
for its basis in the Internet. However, there are limits to the
Internet, and to address all the various problems facing the
current communications infrastructure, an information and
communications base that has an innovative design must
be constructed [1]. Network virtualization [2], [3] has recently attracted attention and is one technology that can help
achieve this innovative communications infrastructure. We
are promoting an advanced network virtualization technology [4] with the aim of constructing an information and communications base that incorporates innovative design ideas.
From a general viewpoint, a communication infrastructure
consists of “links” that provide network resources for transmitting data and “nodes” that provide computing resources
and storage resources to execute programs for interpreting
protocols and processing data. Advanced network virtuManuscript received November 26, 2015.
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alization technology virtualizes whole networks based on
this general viewpoint and oﬀers many advantages to network users. Specifically, advanced network virtualization
technology meets five requirements: resource abstraction,
resource isolation, resource elasticity, deep programmability, and authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA).
This technology enables the creation and design of new generation networks from a clean slate and so inspires innovative
thinking. In addition, advanced network virtualization technology provides a new generation information and communications infrastructure that can host multiple virtual networks
at the same time. To achieve advanced network virtualization technology, we designed and developed a network
virtualization infrastructure called VNode-i [5]–[7].
In this paper, we introduce the design and deployment
of the latest version of VNode-i. We present new functions
that oﬀer high performance and provide convenient deep programmability to network developers. We extend resource abstraction to the transport network and achieve highly precise
slice measurement for resource elasticity. We achieve precise resource isolation for VNode-i. We achieve coexistence
of high performance and programmability. We also enhance
AGW functions. In addition, we extend network virtualization from the core network to edge networks and terminals.
In evaluation experiments, we deploy the enhanced VNodei on the JGN-X [8] testbed and evaluate its performance.
We also successfully create an international federation slice
across VNode-i, GENI [9] in the US, and Fed4FIRE [10] in
the EU. Finally, we show the results of a video streaming
experiment on a federated slice across VNode-i and GENI.
Through some experiments on the testbed, we confirm the
feasibility of the enhanced VNode-i. Table 1 shows an abbreviation and acronym list.
2. VNode-i
2.1 Characteristics of VNode-i
One of the features of VNode-i is deep programmability.
Here, we describe a comparison between VNode-i and stateof-the-art technology for network programmability. Including Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV), research and development related
to the introduction of network programmability has been
promoted actively in recent years. SDN has achieved flexible network flow control by introducing programmability
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Table 1

Abbreviation and acronym list.

Fig. 1
Table 2

Programmability comparison.

into the control plane to apply the OpenFlow [11] technology. For SDN, oﬀer of Open Source Software (OSS) such
as the Open Network Operating System (ONOS) [12] and
OpenDaylight [13] has also started.
On the other hand, NFV is aimed at flexible provision of
network appliances by introducing programmability to the
data plane. The European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) is currently in the process of standardizing
NFV [14]. VNode-i can provide the programmability of the
control plane and the data plane at the same time. In addition, VNode-i is aimed at achieving deeper programmability.
Specifically, VNode-i achieves in-network processing and
wide-area generic processing such as cache and transcoding. Furthermore, VNode-i can handle a new protocol to
replace the current TCP/IP architecture. Table 2 shows a
programmability comparison of SDN, NFV, and VNode-i.
2.2

VNode-i.

Original VNode-i

1) Programmer: We construct a VNode in two parts, Programmer and Redirector, because the technologies for providing virtualized computing resources and link resources
may advance at diﬀerent speeds. The Programmer provides
various processing components such as general-purpose
servers, network processors, and OpenFlow switches to yield
various combinations of virtualized computing resources.
The Programmer provides virtual machines (VMs) as slice
nodes that work as processing components. We can deploy various software functions on a VM to enhance service
functionalities.
2) Redirector: The Redirector provides virtualized link resources such as bandwidth and buﬀer size as virtual links
to connect slice nodes. We achieve the desired Quality of
Service (QoS) by instructing the Redirector to transfer traffic data with particular characteristics such as a streaming
service.
2.2.2 AGW
An AGW is a border node between the end-user access side
and the VNode-i domain. An AGW authenticates user terminals (UTs) and accommodates UTs into the slice that they
are authorized to access.

In this section, we briefly describe the original VNode-i.
Figure 1 shows its basic construction. VNode-i provides
programmability to both the control/management plane and
data plane by establishing slices. Each slice can have a
diﬀerent network topology and software functions. VNodei consists of multiple VNodes, access gateways (AGWs),
and a network virtualization management system (NVMS).
We describe the VNode, AGW, NVMS, and a slice in the
following sections.

2.2.3 NVMS

2.2.1

A slice is a set of connected computation resources and
link resources. These resources are virtualized and isolated.
Therefore, we can configure our own network topology and
deploy our own software functions into network nodes, i.e.,
VNode-i provides programmability.
1) Node sliver: A node sliver is a set of virtualized node

VNode

A VNode is the main component of VNode-i. A VNode is
an integrated node unit consisting of the Programmer and
Redirector. VNodes provide virtualized resources such as a
slice according to the slice design specifications.

The NVMS manages and controls all VNode-i resources.
The NVMS provides a portal site to slice developers/owners
as well as AAA functions. Slice developers/owners can
reserve resources via the portal with operational security.
Slice developers can create slices via a GUI on a web browser.
2.2.4 Slice
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resources such as CPU time, memory, and storage. We
can assign these resources to nodes of a slice and install an
operating system such as Linux on the nodes by writing a
slice design specification that respects the limitations of the
physical resources. Node slivers work as various processing
components and are mapped into the Programmer of the
VNodes.
2) Link sliver: A link sliver is a set of link resources such
as bandwidth, burst size for QoS control, and queuing delay.
The slice design specification determines how resources are
assigned to the links of a slice. Link slivers are mapped into
the Redirector of the VNodes.
3.

Fig. 2

FLARE node.

Enhanced VNode-i

This section presents new VNode-i functions that achieve
high performance and make deep programmability easier
for network developers to access while satisfying the five
requirements described in the Introduction. In addition, we
extend network virtualization from the core network to edge
networks, terminals, and other network virtualization infrastructures. The specific functions are described below.
Fig. 3

3.1

Service network and transport network control.

Edge Network Virtualization

Network virtualization technology that covers the entire
gamut from edge networks to terminals as well as the core
network is necessary to achieve the slice concept. In general, edge and core networks have diﬀerent requirements.
In network virtualization, suﬃcient resources and a highly
precise band guarantee are required so that as many slices as
possible can share the resources of the core network. On the
other hand, various types of terminals must be contained in
a scalable slice and virtualization technology must be easy
to introduce. Therefore, we decided to use the core and edge
networks to constitute the infrastructure.
We developed FLARE, a light-weight and low-power
consumption network virtualization node for edge networks.
Figure 2 shows the FLARE node architecture. The hardware
of the FLARE node connects many-core processors that execute packet processing on the data plane and x86 architecture
Intel processors that control packet processing on the control
plane with a PCIe interface. Using a VM constructed using
the lightweight Linux container (LXC) technique, virtualization is executed on both types of processors, and an outside FLARE node management server creates a slice in the
FLARE node. Since the slice is created on many-core processors, isolating the processing between slices is achieved
by assigning a core to each slice. In addition, the FLARE
node oﬀers a slicer-slice, which is a special slice for allocating packets in a slice based on tag information that is added
to the I/O port or a packet. Using the slicer-slice, individual network processing is enabled in each slice. Figure 2
shows an Ethernet switch established on slice 1, a switch
for packets whose MAC address length is extended is established on slice 2, and an OpenFlow switch is established on
programmable slice n.

3.2 Extended Resource Abstraction and Elasticity
VNode-i achieves flexible and integrated resource management by abstraction and virtualization of physical resources.
We extend resource abstraction to the transport network and
achieve integrated control and management of slices and the
transport network.
The network infrastructure that provides general network services consists of a “service network” (service nodes
that provide network service) and a “transport network” that
connects and transmits packets between service nodes. The
transport network transfers packets independent of the service contents and is used in common by multiple services.
The service network also consists of VNodes and the transport network, which consists of existing switches and routers.
Therefore, integrated control and management of the service and transport networks are necessary in VNode-i. Figure 3 shows an integrated control and management system for
VNode-i. We designed a service network controller (SNC)
that controls and manages the service network and a transport network controller (TNC) that controls and manages
the transport network as the NVMS. The TNC automatically
allocates physical resources to the transport path that is necessary to establish a link sliver at slice creation in cooperation
with the SNC. Transport network resources are managed as
a transport path in the SNC, and the SNC notifies the TNC
of the resource requirements such as the bandwidth to create
a slice. The TNC allocates the required transport path with
the prepared physical resources and oﬀers it to the SNC.
Due to resource elasticity, VNode-i can dynamically
change the resources allocated to a slice and can maintain ser-
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Fig. 4 Highly precise slice measurements based on NVMS-NMM cooperation.

vice quality and resource optimization. To achieve resource
optimization, the performance of each slice in VNode-i
must be precisely measured. To this end, we developed the
Network Monitoring Manager (NMM). Figure 4 shows the
highly precise slice measurement system based on NVMSNMM cooperation. The Developer, the slice owner, indicates the ID of the slice to be measured, the measurement
point in the slice, and the date and time for measurement
reservation from the NVMS Portal screen. The NVMS offers measurement link information and slice identification
information to the NMM. Then, the NMM configures the
optical switches to set the measurement point and the filter
in the existing network monitoring equipment, PRESTA 10G
[15]. The NMM notifies the developer of the measurement
results through the NVMS.
3.3

Precise Resource Isolation

Preventing resource interference between slices is critical for
network virtualization. For example, a slice must not consume bandwidth to the extent that it imposes an unfair delay
on other slices. A function to avoid such resource interference is resource isolation. An early version of VNode-i
oﬀered a basic resource isolation function in the Redirector. Its basic function is described below. The Redirector
incorporates an L3 switch with a VLAN function, IP routing function, and QoS functions, which are Weighted Fair
Queues (WFQs) and policing. WFQs can achieve highperformance bandwidth control for each slice, but since it
employs relatively expensive high-speed memory, the number of supported slices is limited.
The latest version of Redirector provides resource isolation based on WFQs as well as more precise resource isolation control for each link sliver. It includes a hierarchical
shaper, a new hardware module. The previous Redirector
used three broadband WFQs and oﬀered per-slice resource
isolation. The hierarchical shaper prepares up to 4000 narrowband WFQs in addition to the three broadband WFQs, so
resource isolation for each link sliver is achieved. The latest
Redirector uses the broadband WFQs for slices with more
than 1 Gbps bandwidth and the narrowband WFQs for all
other slices. The hierarchical shaper provides precision resource isolation that is scalable from 10 kbps to over 1 Gbps.
Another problem is to achieve resource isolation throughout
VNode-i including the Programmer, AGW, and transport

Fig. 5

Resource isolation between Programmer and Redirector.

network. We establish cooperation in resource management
among the Programmer, Redirector, and AGW to address
this problem. Specifically, the SNC supplements the link
sliver specifications to ensure isolation in the slice design
file and orders resource isolation for the Programmer and
AGW. The Programmer and AGW achieve the indicated resource isolation, so resource isolation is achieved throughout
VNode-i. Figure 5 shows resource isolation cooperation between the Programmer and Redirector. The Slice developer
only defines the link sliver (LS01) bandwidth for resource
isolation using the slice design file. The SNC automatically supplements the bandwidth of the vport (vp1) on the
node sliver (NS00). The Programmer sets the bandwidth of
vp1 in accordance with the supplemented slice design file,
which achieves resource isolation between the Programmer
and Redirector.
3.4 Coexistence of High Performance and Programmability
The Programmer, which is one of the VNode components,
provides programmability for network processing. In addition, high-speed packet forwarding is also required for
the Programmer. To achieve both functions, we actualized
various network functions as programs by preparing two
kinds of mechanisms: one, the slow path, provides a flexible programing environment using VMs on general-purpose
servers; the other, the fast path, provides a programming
environment in which network processors transfer packets
at high speed. With regard to the slow path, we address the
problem of achieving high computing performance given the
gap in the network I/O performance.
Figure 6 shows the Programmer architecture. We use
OpenFlow switches to connect the computer resources in the
device. This allows us to build a network node that combines various computer resources freely. The packet converter converts the packet format (MAC-in-MAC to VLAN
format) between that for the Redirector and the Programmer.
We use a software switch (vSwitch) in a slow path processor
for VM communications. In conventional slow path processors, software switching performance and processor I/O are
performance bottlenecks. To achieve coexistence between
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Fig. 6

Programmer architecture.
Fig. 7

high performance and programmability, we apply the hardware oﬄoad technique to the slow path. In addition, we
enhance the network I/O performance by applying 10 GbE
NIC hardware. We add new 10 GbE NICs that support the
Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) function to slow
path processors; this ensures high performance switching
and forwarding for VM communications. If the Oﬄoad operation is specified, the VM communicates with the NIC
directly, without passing through the vSwitch. We achieve
dynamic onload/oﬄoad switching technology per slice and
integrated management of the vSwitch and NIC for flexible
resource assignment. Figure 7 shows performance evaluation results for the slow path. Oﬄoad represents results
when applying the hardware oﬄoad technique, and onload
represents results without the oﬄoad technique. The SUM
of the CPU Load is the total CPU utilization of the guest
OS, and HOST is only for the host OS. The wire-speed of 10
Gbps can be achieved with oﬄoad. On the other hand, the
throughput is less than 3 Gbps and the performance degrades
when more than 2 VMs are active using I/O without oﬄoad.
In addition, the CPU usage is lower with oﬄoad in all cases.
The figure shows that the throughput performance improves
and that the CPU utilization of the host OS decreases when
using the oﬄoad technique. The results show that the proposed method is eﬀective in improving the performance.
3.5

Enhancement of AGW

The AGW is gateway equipment for slices in VNode-i. The
AGW is deployed at VNode-i edges and provides connectivity and authentication between slices and physical devices
or networks using various protocols including proprietary
ones. The enhanced functions of the AGW are described
hereafter.
The first enhanced function is connectivity. The AGW
identifies the users and connects user devices or networks
with slices using various protocols. We provide VLAN accommodation in addition to the conventional Security Ar-

Performance evaluation results for slow path.

Table 3

Fig. 8

AGW performance.

AGW architecture.

chitecture for Internet Protocol (IPsec) accommodation.
The second enhanced function is easy-opt-in. The
AGW authenticates the users and their corresponding packets
using the IPsec protocol when users connect their terminals
to the slices through the gateway. However, it takes labor to
set the IPsec information manually, so the enhanced AGW
uses Internet Key Exchange protocol version 1 (IKEv1) to
perform automatic key exchange in the network.
The third enhanced function is programmability. The
latest version of the AGW provides programmable virtual
nodes (Node Sliver VM) on programmable virtual node
blocks and enables execution of network/data processing applications at the edge of the slices.
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Fig. 10

Fig. 9

Deployment of VNode on JGN-X testbed.

The fourth enhanced function is a customizable protocol stack on the gateway block. This functionality allows
configuration of the gateway interface in accordance with
the protocols used in user terminals and/or networks.
Additionally, the latest AGW provides higher performance for frame transfer even on commodity Intel architecture (IA) servers (Table 3). Higher performance is achieved
through the Packet Processing Middleware (PPM) functionalities, Zero Copy I/O, and parallel processing framework
utilizing multiple/multi-core processors.
Figure 8 shows the internal architecture and the communication path in the AGW. The AGW must have a small
footprint with emphasis on economy rather than high performance. This is because VNode-i has more AGWs than
VNodes as AGWs will be widely distributed at VNode-i
edges including near or at user locations.
In order to satisfy these requirements, we adopted the
following policies in designing the AGW. First, all AGW
functionalities, the programmable virtual node, and management functionalities, should be provided on a single commodity IA server. Second, the number of programmable
virtual nodes provided by this AGW should be scalable as
needed by adding IA servers running the programmable virtual node provider.
4.

Configuration for performance evaluation.

Deploying VNode-i on Testbed

We deployed the latest version of VNode-i on the JGN-X
testbed by establishing 7 VNodes and 6 AGWs. Approximately 40 slices were used in the evaluation experiment as
shown in Fig. 9.
We evaluated the throughput performance on the JGNX testbed. Figure 10(a) shows the configuration for performance evaluation. We created node slivers on VNodes at
Nagoya (NS01) and Osaka (NS02), and test packets were
transmitted from NS01 to NS02. Figure 10(b) shows the
configuration for performance evaluation for the previous
version of VNode-i. We created node slivers on 2 VNodes

Fig. 11

Throughput performance evaluation.

in the test environment. Figure 11 shows the evaluation
results. Since the Programmer Oﬄoad functionality is limited, 1500 Byte length following the packet transfer is limited
to the value of the discrete bandwidth. Specifically, in the
1300 Byte length of the packet transfer, the transfer bandwidth is limited to 390 Mbps, 737 Mbps, 1387 Mbps, and
2340 Mbps. When performing a packet transmission exceeding these transfer bandwidths, the received packet rate
exceeds the limited transfer bandwidth. On the other hand,
for a packet transfer of 1500 Byte length or more, because
there are no constraints, the transmission packet rate and
packet receive rate are consistent. From the evaluation results, for the packet length of 1300 Byte, although up to
the transmission rate of 2 Gbps receive rate is as expected,
when the transmission rate of 2.7 Gbps the receive rate is
2 Gbps, which is below expectation. Therefore, the throughput performance for 1300 Byte packet length is confirmed as
2 Gbps. On the other hand, for the packet length 8000 Byte,
since the receive rate was as expected for the transmission
rate 2.7 Gbps, the throughput performance of 2.7 Gbps or
more has been confirmed. In a throughput performance
comparison, the previous version of VNode-i exhibited a
limit of 900 Mbps, and so we confirmed an improvement in
performance.
In another evaluation, we installed one small VNode
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Table 4

Physical specifications and node sliver specifications.

Table 5

Fig. 12

International federation experiment among Japan, US, and EU.

Fig. 13

Streaming over federated slice.

at the University of Utah and established an international
federation with ProtoGENI, which is a network virtualization testbed of the GENI project in the US. Federation was
also achieved with Fed4FIRE, which is a European network
virtualization testbed and demonstrates slice construction
in a global multi-domain environment. Figure 12 shows
the construction of the international federation experiment.
Federation was established using the Slice Exchange Point
(SEP) [16], [17] within the small VNode at the University
of Utah. We successfully created and evaluated large-scale
international federation slices.
To confirm feasibility, we actually created a federation
slice on VNode-i and GENI, and conducted some experiments on the slice. One example is introduced below. We
transmitted a video stream from Japan to the US via a federation slice and measured resource utilization of both infrastructures under diﬀerent conditions. We achieved multicast
streaming and adaptive bit rate streaming by deploying the
packet copy and transcoding functions.
The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 13. It
has three node slivers. NS01 is the video server and NS02 is
a relay node; both were created on VNode-i. NS03, a relay
node, is created on GENI. Table 4 shows the physical specifications and node sliver specifications for both domains.
Because of practical limitations, these specifications are not

Comparison between VNode and GENI.

equal.
We transmitted streaming content from Japan to the
US and multicasting was achieved by installing a splitter
in NS02. We achieved multicasting by deploying a very
simple function that copies the packets and sets additional
destination IP addresses. We call the multicasting function
the splitter. In this case, the splitter is a simple program
written in C. One stream was transcoded in NS02 and the
other was transcoded in NS03. We installed a generic OS,
Ubuntu server 12.04, on relay nodes and ran VideoLAN
Client (VLC) [18] 2.0.8 on them as the transcoding function.
These node slivers are virtual machines virtualized by KVM
in both domains but other generic OSs can be used. Therefore, the same software functions were deployed on VNode
and GENI. We used dstat to measure the resource utilization
of both infrastructures [19]. In VNode-i, we deployed a QoS
function, based on policing and shaping, for link slivers, so
as to guarantee the link bandwidth of 50 Mbps (burst size is
50 kB). The QoS and guaranteed link bandwidth functions
were achieved by the Redirector.
We show the measured results in Table 5. CPU utilization was measured by dstat on the node sliver. These values
represent the measured load of the deployed functions. Table 5 gives the memory usage, which was also measured by
dstat. These values show the processor memory used by all
node processes and therefore do not include buﬀer memory
or cache memory. CPU utilization of the VNode node sliver
includes the multicasting function as well as the transcoding
function. CPU loads created by the multicasting function are
not large. We measured it separately and found it to be approximately 5%. We note, however, that CPU utilization was
higher in the VNode domain since the CPU in the GENI node
sliver works in Hyper-Threading mode. Therefore, it implements transcoding with a higher degree of parallelism. The
GENI node sliver used more memory and so had lower CPU
utilization. We confirmed that both streams were transcoded
correctly and that the content played smoothly at the client.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the design and deployment of
the latest version of VNode-i. It oﬀers new functions to
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achieve high performance and to provide convenient deep
programmability to network developers. We extended resource abstraction to the transport network and achieved
highly precise slice measurement for resource elasticity.
We achieved precise resource isolation for VNode-i. We
achieved coexistence of high performance and programmability. We also enhanced AGW functions. In addition, we
extended network virtualization from the core network to
edge networks and terminals. We deployed the enhanced
VNode-i on the JGN-X testbed in evaluation experiments
and evaluated its performance. We successfully created an
international federation slice among VNode-i, GENI and
Fed4FIRE. We also described a video streaming experiment
using a federated slice across VNode-i and GENI. Through
testbed experiments, we were able to confirm the practicality
of the enhanced VNode-i.
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